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THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

GAPS IN KNOWLEDGE

DIAGNOSTIC TEST

INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN PROCESSING

Compound words encode an implicit relational link which
combines the modifier and head of the compound [1].

1. It is not known whether compound conceptual
structure affects word recognition during naturalistic
reading.
2. There is huge variability in reading skill. Which
readers are affected by conceptual structure?
3. Open question: which specific component skills drive
the effect?

3-way interaction: Entropy of conceptual relations * Compound frequency *
Individual differences measure

• As skills in phonological awareness and memory increase
across the population, readers are more likely to be
sensitive to competition between conceptual relations.

“snowman” = man MADE OF snow
The RICE theory of compound word recognition [2] claims
that conceptual relations are activated and compete for
selection during visual compound word recognition.
EXPERIMENTAL SUPPORT

HYPOTHESES

1. Compounds with relatively greater number of possible
relations are recognized more slowly in lexical decision
[3].
2. Entropy calculated over distribution of conceptual
relations per compound influences lexical decision.
Greater entropy, hence competition, lead to slower
lexical decision response times [4].

•

Readers of varying ability will show differential
sensitivity to high-level conceptual knowledge.

METHODS
•
•
•
•

Silent sentence reading for comprehension.
Eye-movements tracked with EyeLink 1000.
Stimuli: 455 compounds embedded with context neutral sentences.
Population: 138 individuals (74 females; age range 16-26) from noncollege bound community.
• Individual differences: explored 14 tests of verbal and non-verbal skills
associated with reading proficiency.

Sensitivity to the effect will be stronger in less
frequent compounds, where learning of conceptual
relation structure is less likely to occur.

DATA COLLECTION

• Current task emulates that used in previous
psycholinguistic compound studies [3].
• Task : “Which semantic relation is most likely for a
given compound?”
• Choice of 16 semantic relations adapted from
conceptual links originally proposed by [1].
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• Computed Shannon Entropy over distribution of relations
per each compound’s distribution of relations [4].
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• Increased phonological awareness facilitates transition
from low to high-quality lexical representations in the
orthographic dimension [5].
• When lexical representations are stronger, language
system becomes more sensitive to subtler lexical
meanings.
• Compounds encountered less frequently are associated
with increased inhibition between multiple highly
competitive conceptual relations (i.e., a discrimination
challenge [6]).
• Compounds encountered more frequently are associated
with increased semantic facilitation among highly
competitive conceptual relations (i.e., a semantic boost
[7]).
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Entropy of conceptual relations, scaled

TAKE-HOME MESSAGE
Poorer readers are less sensitive to conceptual structure of
compound words.
For better readers, more competition between similar meanings
causes inhibition only when compounds are infrequent in the
language.
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WHICH SKILL SETS DRIVE CONCEPTUAL RELATION PROCESSING?

MEASURE OF COMPETITION AMONG RELATIONS
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• Conducted possible relations task on Amazon Turk.
• Collected ratings for 600 English compound words.
• Stimuli split across 4 lists with 50 raters per list.
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RATINGS STUDY
POSSIBLE RELATIONS TASK

Among readers with better phonological processing skills:
1. Low frequency compounds lead to slower reading times
(i.e., competition between relational meanings).
2. High frequency compounds leads to faster reading times
(i.e., facilitation among competing relations.
OVERALL CONCLUSIONS

EYE-MOVEMENT RESULTS
•

FREQUENCY AND RELATIONAL STRUCTURE
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